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ABSTRACT
From novice to expert, almost every musician must recognize
musical intervals, the perceived pitch difference between two
notes, but there have not been many empirical attempts to
discover an optimal teaching technique. The current study created
a method for teaching identification of consonant and dissonant
tone pairs. At posttest, participants increased their ability to
discern tritones from octaves, and performance was better for
those who received an interleaving order of the practice trials.
Data mining of the results used a novel method to capture
curvilinear forgetting and spacing effects in the data and allowed a
deeper analysis of the pedagogical implications of our task that
revealed richer information than would have been revealed by the
pretest-to-posttest comparison alone. Implications for musical
education, generalization learning, and future research are
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Music is a rich multi-modal experience which taps a range of both
perceptual and cognitive mechanisms. As in other important facets
of human cognition (e.g., speech/language), music consists of
constituent elements (i.e., scale tones) that can be arranged in a
combinatorial manner to yield high-order units with specific
categorical labels (e.g., intervals, chords). In Western tonal music,
the octave is divided into 12 pitch classes (i.e., semitones). When
combined, these pitch relationships can be used to construct
twelve different chromatic intervals (each one semitone above or
below another) that are labeled according to the relationship
between fundamental frequencies of their tones. For example, two
tones can form an octave (2:1 ratio), a perfect fifth (3:2 ratio), or a
variety of other tonal combinations.
Perceptually, musical intervals are typically described as either

consonant, associated with pleasantness and smoothness (e.g.,
octave), or as dissonant, associated with unpleasantness and
roughness (tritone, ratio: 11:8). Helmholtz (1895) defined this
“roughness” as the fluctuations in amplitude perceived by a
listener which occurs when the distance between partials is small
enough for them to interact (i.e., “beat”) within the auditory
periphery. Consonance, on the other hand, occurs in the absence
of such beating, when low-order harmonics are spaced sufficiently
far apart to not interact (e.g., octave, perfect fifth). Behavioral
studies demonstrate that listeners treat the various intervals
hierarchically and tend to prefer consonant over dissonant pitch
relationships [2, 7, 10]. It is this hierarchical arrangement of pitch
which largely contributes to the sense of a musical key and
harmonic structure in tonal music [8].
The ability to discriminate consonant and dissonant intervals is far
better than chance [20]. Indeed, this ability emerges early in life
as both newborns and infants show a robust preference for
consonant over dissonant tone pairs, well before being exposed to
the stylistic norms of culturally specific music [5]. As such, it is
posited that the perceptual distinction between consonance and
dissonance might be rooted in innate auditory processing [1, 2].
While the perceptual discrimination of music intervals is fairly
well studied [1, 2, 7, 9] the ability to identify intervals remains
poorly understood. While the capacity to distinguish aspects of
musical structure might be present at birth, the orientation towards
culture-specific music and its definitions must progress during
childhood. This developmental perspective of musical learning
marks the vital periods for receptivity of musical structures.
However, musical training is not a standard thus resulting in a
continuum of musical ability amongst the general population.
Here, we ask how individuals learn to identify (i.e., categorically
label) the pitch combinations of music. Interestingly, musically
naïve individuals could potentially benefit from musical training.
Research suggests that late musical training might compensate for
some gaps in musical knowledge such as the enhancement of
automatic encoding of interval structures [4]. Additionally, music
training is said to have both short-term and long-term benefits in
regards to transfer [19]. Indeed, the benefits of prolonged musical
training could have long-term effects such as improved executive
functioning and perceptual organization [5]. Specifically, studies
suggest that training greatly influences the developing brain,
making music training a promising model for examining learning
[12, 13]. If music training is a potential model for investigating
learning then the implementation of different training regimens
should help elucidate the general learning process.

Specifically, by training individuals to identify different harmonic
intervals, a more optimal training regimen could be derived and
contribute to our understanding of pedagogical strategies. (A
harmonic interval is when two tones are played simultaneously, as
opposed to a melodic interval where two tones are sequential.) As
previously stated, studies have shown that people already have
some prior knowledge when it comes to interval discrimination,
regardless of enculturation effects or innate capacities. Indeed,
listeners appear to be better at distinguishing some intervals over
others. For example, intervals of small integer ratios, such as
perfect fourths (4:3) and perfect fifths (3:2), are typically more
difficult to discriminate and are often confused [6, 18].
Furthermore, the order in which people learn certain intervals has
been seen to have an effect on their ability to make accurate
distinctions, e.g. [6]. If factors such as these could be understood
more deeply, it may lead to more effective ways of configuring
musical training.

2. METHOD
2.1 Participants
After screening our data for participants (Amazon Turk workers)
who provided a full set of responses, without omissions, we had
220 participants. The average participant age was 29.88 years (SD
= 10.32). Participants had a mean of 4.30 years of musical
experience (SD = 5.70). Parsed into different types of musical
training, participants had on average 1.34 years (SD = 2.31) of
training with a private tutor, 2.27 years (SD = 4.78) studying
music on their own, and 2.86 years (SD = 3.38) of training in a
formal school setting. Prior ear training experience averaged 0.47
years (SD = 1.61), 0.24 years (SD = 0.81) of which focused
specifically on harmonic interval training.

2.2 Procedure
Participants self-selected this study from a list of various available
research participation opportunities on Amazon Mechanical Turk,
an online data-collection service. Participants were paid $3.
Participants began the study with a survey. Items included
demographic information such as age and sex. This survey also
asked for various predictors, including years of different types of
musical training (overall, private tutoring, school), and types of
musical training (ear training, harmony, reading music).
Upon finishing the survey, participants completed the interval
identification task. Prior to the pretest, to ensure that people
understood the task, the following instructions were given for
participants to view (participants clicked a button after reading):
Hint: The octave interval is sometimes described as
smooth, pleasing or pure. The tritone interval is
sometimes described as harsh, diabolic or impure.
Task: Please listen to each 2 second interval, then type
'o' for octave or 't' for tritone. After each incorrect
response, you are provided review to help you learn.
Goal: Practice the sound identification task, attempting
to learn the interval (octave or tritone) between two
notes played at the same time. This pretest portion will
get an initial measure of your skill in the task, and will
be followed by 96 training practices, and finally a
posttest of 32 practices.
This task contained three stages: practice, learning, and posttest.
The practice section presented 32 intervals for the participant to
label as either a tritone or octave. In the learning section, 96

intervals were presented and participants were asked to similarly
label the intervals as tritone or octave. The orders of the learning
intervals were presented in various sequences (see section 2.3,
Conditions). Sequence type was thus the primary independent
variable of the study. The posttest section, which is the primary
dependent variable of the study, once again presented 32 intervals
to be labeled as tritone or octave.
All trials presented the interval sound file which lasted 2 seconds
and then they typed ‘t’ or ‘o’ to indicate their response (trials
timed-out after 2 minutes, but learners typically responded in less
than 2 seconds). After responding, a checkmark appeared for .5
seconds to indicate the selected answer was correct; if incorrect,
the correct answer was given with a replay of the now labeled
interval sound just responded to incorrectly, these “study”
opportunities lasted 5 seconds (so there was 3 seconds of silence
after each replay).

2.3 Conditions
This experiment varied the presentation sequencing to test the
effectiveness of various presentation orders on the task of
identifying tritone and octave harmonies. Practice trials were
presented in combinations of progressive and interleaving orders
organized into four blocks, each containing 24 harmonic intervals.
Conditions were randomized between subjects.
A progressive order presented the harmonic intervals in
consecutive blocks, each block containing the same two intervals
but presented at a higher pitch register than the previous block.
Block 1 contained intervals in a low register (155.6Hz/311.1Hz
for octave and 185Hz/261.6Hz for tritone) block 2, intervals of a
medium-low register (277.2Hz/554.4Hz for octave and
329.6Hz/,466.2Hz for tritone), block 3, intervals from a mediumhigh register (493.9Hz/987.8Hz for octave and 587.3Hz/830.6Hz
for tritone) and block 4, intervals from a high register
(880Hz/1760hz for octave and 1046.5Hz/1480Hz for tritone).
Sounds were synthesized by MIDI using instrument 1 (Piano) for
a 2-second duration. An antiprogressive order presented harmonic
intervals in a way that made each block maximally different from
the previous block. block 1 consisted of low register tones, block
2, high register tones, block 3 medium-low tones, and block 4,
medium-high tones.
An interleaving order introduced a new register for each of blocks
2-4 according to the antiprogressive or progressive order, with
tones already heard from the previous blocks interleaved with the
new material. In other words, new registers were taught while
practicing the old ones, with an equal distribution for each of the
presented tone levels within a block of 24. Conditions lacking an
interleaving order did not repeat tones from previous blocks.
Therefore, the 4 experimental conditions contained all 4
combinations of progressive and interleaving orders: progressive
and no interleaving, antiprogressive and no interleaving,
progressive with interleaving, and antiprogressive with
interleaving. As a control group, there was one condition that
presented 96 learning in 4 blocks that were fully mixed, (just like
the pretest and posttest). For all conditions, although each block
contained a predetermined set of tones, tones were randomized
within each block. Finally, practice during learning “blocks”
were not marked by a brief pause with an introduction screen like
the pretest, learning, and post-test were marked. In other words,
transitions between sets of different items during practice were not
signaled to subjects.

3. RESULTS

Table 1. Correlations between participant factors and scores.

An analysis was conducted on the number of participants in each
of the five conditions (M = 44.00, SD = 5.10), to assess whether
dropout was more prevalent in certain conditions. The control
condition had the fewest observations, with only 37 participants,
whereas the largest group, the interleaving–progressive condition,
had 51 participants. Since the control condition was most
difficult, we thought that might be causing this disparity.
However, attrition did not differ statistically between conditions,
χ2(68) = 78.15, p = .2.

Participant factor

Means and standard deviations by condition for the post-test were
as follows: Condition 1 (progressive only): Mean=.78, SD=.15;
Condition 2 (progressive + interleaving): Mean=.82, SD=.16;
Condition 3 (no progressive or interleaving): Mean=.79, SD=.14;
and Condition 4 (interleave only): Mean=.86, SD=.16. There was
statistically significant improvements, averaged across conditions,
from pretest to posttest, t(219) = 9.75, p < .01. Upon finding an
overall positive effect from pre to posttest, analyses focused on
systematic differences between interleaving and progressive tone
presentations in the practice trials. Figure 1 shows average
performance across the entire 160 trials of the experiment,
averaged in blocks of 8 trials. The four experimental conditions
(progressive without interleaving, antiprogressive with
interleaving, progressive–interleaving, and antiprogressive
without interleaving) were analyzed according to two
dichotomous criteria: those with or without progressive
presentations, and those with or without interleaving
presentations. The control condition, which presented intervals in
a random order, was not used in this 2 way (interleaving/no
interleaving) x 2 (progressive/antiprogressive) analysis of variance
(though the results in that condition are in the same direction as
below, since the highly interleaved control also performed well
for learning gain relative to the blocked conditions). We used
pretest score as a covariate.
The ANCOVA revealed an effect of interleaving during practice
trials on posttest scores, even when controlling for pretest scores.
Interleaving trial presentation order had a significant positive
effect on posttest scores, F(1, 178) = 5.81, p = .02, d = .34.
Progressive and antiprogressive ordering had no reliable effect on
posttest scores, [F(1, 178) = .48, p = .5]. The interaction of
progressive and interleaving orders was also non-significant, F(1,
178) = .33, p = .6.
The last series of analyses looked for any relationships between
individual differences in musical training or skill with posttest
scores and the overall magnitude of the pretest–posttest
improvement. A list of correlations is listed in Table 1. There
were modest relationships between various musical trainingrelated and skill-related predictors and posttest scores, and some
suggestion of a negative relationship between previous learning
and improvement.
Overall, results suggest that the teaching paradigm created for this
experiment caused improvement from pretest to posttest. This
corroborates previous work [6], which presented the practice trials
in an interleaved rather than sequential order, also showing a
reliable advantage. Certain qualities of musical skill and training
had modest relationships with posttest performance, but were
negatively related to improvement. This negative correlation
suggests that proficient musicians had less to gain than poorly
skilled musical learners from our practice procedure.

Posttest

Improvement

Years overall musical training

.28*

-.10

Years of musical tutoring

.25*

-.10

Ability to read music

.26*

-.16*

Understanding of musical harmonies

.30*

-.15*

Ability to hear musical harmonies

.30*

-.10

Years of self-directed musical training

.26*

-.08

Years of musical training in school

.31*

-.07

Years of ear training

.13

.03

Years of ear training on harmonies

.18*

.04

Note. N = 220, *p < .05

4. MODEL BASED DISCOVERY
While this paper mines data from a novel musical educational
task, the computational model of the data we created is based on
many of the common principles of educational data mining. To
begin, the model builds upon a simple additive factors model
(AFM) [3, 21]. The AFM is a logistic regression model that is
based on the logic of counting prior practice events, so that the
prior practice is an “additive factor” predicting future
performance. In this early stage of research to understand how
people learn musical intervals, we began with the simple
assumption that each of our 8 stimuli was a knowledge component
that could be learned independently in some sense. In a later
model in this paper, we will also demonstrate how we can add a
generalization component specific to each interval, but our current
experimental design was not appropriate for more deep analysis of
generalization primarily because the conditions only used 2
intervals and did not vary the spacing of each interval, rather, in
all conditions, there was always a 50/50 chance of either interval
for each trial.
However, while we fit a model that is built upon AFM principles
of counting prior instances of practice of particular types, we
found that the simple AFM model could not account for some of
the effects in Figure 1. The first effect that could not be captured
by AFM was simple interference based forgetting as a function of
the number of trials since the prior repetition. We can see this
forgetting effect (probably driven by multiple processes, including
interference) manifesting in the practice block differences and
transitions between practice blocks. For example, note how fast
learning is in each block when items are blocked, but then observe
the huge decrement when items are mixed in the final posttest.
Retention is apparently quite poor when there is other practice
between repetitions of the same type.
We can see similar differences comparing performance between
blocks also, noting that as items are added in the interleaved
conditions performance steps down with each additional register
added to the set of stimuli blocked together. The mechanism
behind this forgetting effect is not entirely clear. However,
previous work demonstrates that the perceptual distinction
between musical pitch relationships is continually strengthened
with exposure and training [11]. Thus, it is possible that periodic
lapses in performance across the practice blocks might be due to
the fact that our non-musician listeners’ internal templates for the
intervals are not yet robust, rendering the mapping between
interval sound and label unstable, and ultimately hindering
behavioral identification.

Figure 1. Performance in all conditions plotted in blocks of 8 trials. Error bars are 1 SE confidence intervals. First 4 and last 4 blocks
represent pre- and post-test trials.
The second effect that AFM was unable to capture was the benefit
of spacing/interleaving that we saw in the interleaved conditions
with the ANOVA analysis. This was described in Section 3 as a
significant benefit for the 2 conditions which employed more
interleaving. We can also see this effect in Figure 1 as a visible
difference between the interleaving and blocked conditions at
posttest. This “spacing” effect, which is also very common in
verbal memory experiments [16], was not by itself as strong as the
effect of forgetting, but it has important implications for
education. If musical educators can make use of this effect, our
data suggest they may enhance learning. While AFM does not
capture such an effect in the original incarnation, more complex
models can capture such data. For example, Pavlik and Anderson
[16] describe one such model, which functions by proposing less
decay for as a function of the increased difficulty of more widely
spaced practice. Unfortunately, such models have several
parameters and no analytic method of solution, so, solving these
models is extremely difficult due to issues of time and local
minima. To resolve some of these issues we wanted to find a way
to fit a similar model as Pavlik and Anderson, that relied less on
an ad hoc, difficult to solve (albeit accurate) model form and more
on an established model formalism (logistic regression).

The problem was that both of the effects we wanted to model,
forgetting and spacing, depend on a model where each
observation is predicted by a parameterized function of prior
knowledge (not just the count, as in AFM), and typical logistic
formalisms only allow the independent data for each observation
to be used to predict the dependent effect. Of course, AFM solves
this by keeping a simple count of prior practices for a skill or
item-type and adding it to the data for each row so that these prior
events can have an effect. This will not work easily for decay
however, unless we want to have learning decrease linearly when
other items are practiced. However, linear forgetting has never
been considered a viable model [17]. To work around this
limitation, we decided to model decay by adding a parameter that
captures a percentage loss for each item as each other item is
practice (exponential decay).
So, for example, if we look at the vector of prior events for some
arbitrary item we might notice it is practiced at opportunity 3 and
opportunity 7. Normally, in AFM this would be represented as the
vector 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2..., thus the student would have 1
prior counted for the prediction of how they will perform on trial

7, and if they performed on trial 10, they would be credited 2
priors when computing their chance. Note, how the credit is
lagged so that when we compute performance for trial 3 we do not
(quite sensibly) have any priors, but when we compute the
prediction for trial 4, we then have 1 prior.
With the new mechanism we introduce a “forgetting rate”, d, that
we estimated and applied to computing the prior credit vector.
This decay was applied to each prior practice independently, so
that if decay was say .7 (for our example above) we would have
the vector 0, 0, 0, .7, .49, .34, .24, 0.17, 0.12, 0.08, and the vector
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, .7, .49, .34 summed equals 0,0, 0, .7, .49, .34,
.24, .87, .61, .43. So, given the .7 parameter value, the student
would have .24 prior counted when they perform on trial 7, and if
they performed on trial 10, they would be credited .43 prior
decayed strength when computing their chance.
Next, we wanted to add spacing effects to the model by using the
ideas from Pavlik and Anderson [16]. In this work, Pavlik and
Anderson proposed that long-term learning benefit (decayed
remnant) for spaced practice was an inverse function of the
current strength. To adapt this model we used the decaying
strength vector as an exponent in a power function model where
we estimated the base as another new parameter, g. So, for
example, given a spacing parameter g=.005, we find that .005^0 =
1 long term learning (e.g. for the first trial, which is the 3rd
opportunity in our example above) while .005^.24 = .28 long-term
learning for the 7th opportunity. Long-term learning is a new
vector that works in addition to the decay strength to predict
performance. In our example, we would sum 0 , 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1 for the first practice and 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , .28, .28, .28 for
the second practice. This long-term learning is permanent.
This model was estimated by nesting a logistic general linear
model (GLM) within a general gradient descent optimization
function. This wrapper optimization took the decay and spacing
parameters, transformed the data vectors based on those
parameters, and then computed the optimal logistic model and
outputted the fit of that model to the wrapper. The wrapper then
used the internal model’s fit to adjust spacing and decay by brute
force gradient descent steps (the bounded BFGS method from the
optim function, built into R), to get a global optimization for the
wrapped GLM function given the decay and spacing parameters.
Figure 2 shows this optimization structure in R code where temp
is a vector that holds the decay and spacing parameters.

model <- function(temp, data) {
compute data
as a function of temp
compute GLM model fit using data
return log likelihood fit}
optim(temp, model, method
=c("L-BFGS-B"),lower=0, upper=1))
Figure 2. Wrapper optimization loop pseudocode.
The GLM model included fixed effects to capture the 2x4 main
effects and interactions caused by the particular tones and
intervals, and the prior decayed strength and prior long-term
learning for the particular stimuli. Figure 3 shows the GLM
structure (i.e. the independent variables that predict the
dependent), which shows how we fit a single coefficient for the
effect of prior decayed strengths, and a single coefficient for the
effect of the long-term benefits (using the I function in R allows

us to use the vector sum since each vector applies independently
of the prediction). This means that the data vectors for these
values were linearly scaled inside the GLM, while being created
in the wrapper. This allows us to fit a much more complex model
than if we just used the wrapper, since brute force gradient
descent would have been prohibitively slow with 3 (or more)
parameters. Instead, putting the GLM in the wrapper allows us to
fit the minimum number of non-linear parameters (2) inside the
slow brute force procedure, and then optimize several more
parameters in the efficient GLM logistic function. Table 3 shows
the more complex AFM-decay-space model compared to two
simpler models via cross validation. The R code for the model
equation first finds a parameter for the 8 decaying vectors for the
8 components (octave0, etc.). Fitting a single parameter for the
effect of each of the 8 vectors simplifies the model under that
assumption that forgetting is equivalent for each register by
interval combination (using the I function in R allows us to sum
vectors since each vector applies independently of the prediction).
Similarly, we also assume a single parameter for the permanent
learning vectors (soctave0, etc.), which account for the long-term
learning from spaced practice for each stimulus type. Finally, the
interval by tone interaction captures fixed-effect differences that
may be due to average effects of poor fidelity of the participants’
audio speakers or hearing in some registers and any other specific
differences in the baseline performance with each register by
interval pair. However, it might be noted that the variety of
significant differences for tone and interval were not well
controlled for (e.g. order of introduction) in our design, so we
choose not to analyze them here.
answer ~
I(octave0 + octave10 + octave20 + octave30 +
tritone0 + tritone10 + tritone20 +
tritone30) +
I(soctave0 +
soctave10 + soctave20 + soctave30 +
stritone0 + stritone10 + stritone20 +
stritone30) +
interval * tone
Figure 3. Logistic GLM model structure.
We tested 3 models with 5 runs of 10 fold cross validation to
confirm the model generalized to our data as shown in Table 2.
The three models were AFM, which simply summed the prior
practices in for each of the 8 stimuli, AFM-decay, which included
the new decay mechanism, and AFM-decay-space, which further
layered the spacing effect mechanism into the model and is shown
in Figure 3. While the test analysis reveals strong significant
difference for the AFM-decay model for both r and MAD, the
AFM-decay-spacing model was barely (Z=2.16, p<.05) better in
terms of r and not significant for MAD. We added spacing effects
after decay effects, since spacing effects are very small compared
to decay effects in an experiment with only one-session, and thus
a spacing effect mechanism may inappropriately capture effects
due to decay unless decay effects are removed first (the spacing
mechanism may actually improve the model in such a case, but
parameter values will not meaningfully indicate a benefit to
spacing, perhaps even the inverse).

Table 2. Cross validation results.
Model

Train

Test

Spearman
r (SE)

MAD
(SE)

Spearman
r (SE)

MAD
(SE)

AFM

0.10974
(0.00047)

0.25315
(0.0005)

0.1067
(0.00392)

0.25347
(0.00203)

AFMdecay

0.24013
(0.00044)

0.24167
(0.00053)

0.23783
(0.00402)

0.24206
(0.00239)

AFMdecayspace

0.25211
(0.00037)

0.23987
(0.00042)

0.24921
(0.0034)

0.24026
(0.00197)

type. Again we fit a single parameter for both intervals under the
assumption that are learned at equivalent rates. Again we used the
I function to sum the columns since they were mutually exclusive
predictors in the equation.
answer ~
I(octave0 + octave10 + octave20 + octave30 +
tritone0 + tritone10 + tritone20 +
tritone30) +
I(soctave0 +
soctave10 + soctave20 + soctave30 +
stritone0 + stritone10 +
stritone20 + stritone30) +
I(tris + octs) +

It was also interesting to check how well the model could be used
to simulate the experiment. Figure 4 shows graphically how well
the model captures the aggregate effects. Note that even the error
bars are of very similar magnitude. This simulation was
constructed by generating random number from 0 to 1 that were
than compared to the model of each trial to determine whether the
trial was responded to correctly in the simulated result.

I(trif + octf)
Figure 5. GLM model structure with PFA generalization

4.1 Application of Discovered Model to
Pedagogical Inference
The model discovered (Figure 5) is useful because it can be used
to make pedagogical inference combined with a model of costs for
the actions the model allows. The combined model allows us to
consider the long-term gains from different conditions of practice
relative to the current practice costs. Figure 6 additionally
describes a model of practice costs (time spent in practice) as a
function of prior practice. This simple model implies a maximal
cost for success with unpracticed items, which decreases to a
minimum as practice accumulates. This simple model predicts
latency cost of success, and we also estimated latency cost of
failure and review practice at 7.054 seconds using the overall
average from the data. In the model we used the decaying shortterm strengths as the predictor.
latency ~
I(1/(1 + octave0 + octave10 + octave20 +
octave30 + tritone0 + tritone10 +
tritone20 + tritone30)
Figure 6. LM model structure for costs.
Then we can extract the parameters from both models. See table 3.

Figure 4. Simulation of experiment
Finally, we wanted to see if there was any general transfer by
interval type. While normally we might expect spacing to be an
important factor in this effect, the simplicity of experiment (as
noted) results in a 50/50 chance of either interval for each trial, so
spacing between intervals does not have a great deal of variability.
Because of this we used a generalization model that merely
tracked the intervals prior practice count, but also used the
performance factors analysis (PFA) formalism to track the interval
counts depending on success or failure. The PFA method works
just like AFM, but counts prior success and prior failure practices
instead of simply the count of undifferentiated prior practice [15].
Purely to improve simplicity, we also choose not to account for
the fixed interval x tone effects, which did not appear to change
the other model coefficients much, despite reducing the fit as
expected. Figure 5 shows this model structure. This model adds
on 2 PFA components to track learning as a function of prior
failures (trif + octf) or success (tris + octs) count for each interval

Table 3. Parameters used to in pedagogical inference.

Parameter
d
g
fixed cost failure
logistic intercept
spacing coefficient
decay coefficient
PFA gain failure coeff.
PFA gain success coeff.
latency intercept
latency coeff.

Value
.628
.00106
7.054
0.99
.131
2.36
-.106
.0144
.154
1.296

The values from Table 3 then allow us to construct an Excel
simulation (available from the first author) of the optimality
conditions for our task by examining when spaced gain and PFA

parameter gain (the undecaying learning gains) are maximal
relative to the time spent on practice. To do this we plot the
learning efficiency (gain / time cost, where both gain and time
cost are conditional on success or failure in the calculation) at
various levels of prior knowledge (probability values as inferred
from the effect of the short-term strength) to find an optimum for
the efficiency that allows us to see the optimal probability at
which to practice each item. Figure 7 shows the long-term gain
curve, the current cost curve, and the optimal efficiency curve.

we collect better data to parameterize it. To correct these two
limitations of the data we will need to add several more intervals
to the practice mix in succeeding experiments. Additional
intervals will allow for more spacing (since we have more options
for other items to practice when spacing one interval type) and
will also improve the effectiveness of the PFA parameters by
reducing the noise inherent in modeling success that has a high
rate of guessing. In addition to providing more resolution for the
spacing effect and PFA parameters, more intervals also will allow
much deeper analysis of generalization, since generalization will
no longer be a simple binary distinction, but rather a complex
categorization.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7. Optimality function.
The results imply it is always best to widely space, since
efficiency is maximal with a low probability correct, which would
come from very wide spacing between repetitions. However, this
may also be because the data was not strong enough to draw
conclusions very clearly in this case. Small differences in the fit of
the spacing effect result in large changes to the predictions (note
the difference in the gain curves for Figures 7 and 8). Indeed, the
experiment only had weak power to determine the shape of the
spacing effect gain because even in our most intermixed
conditions spacing averaged only 8 intervening trials. Because of
this the experiment may have poor power when extrapolating to
inferences about spacing that imply much wider spacings than
were actually used to parameterize the model. As can be seen in
Figure 8, when spacing effects are strong the prediction changes.

Figure 8. Optimality with spacing parameter (only) changed to .4.
Another problem in trusting the optimality model is due to the
noise introduced by only having 2 response options in the
experimental design. This makes it hard to identify if success are
true success or only guesses, since a guess has a 50% chance of
success. This consequently means the PFA parameters are
averaging over some of the effects of guessing, thus blunting the
quantitative difference between success and failure. This can also
have a large effect on the optimization, since the gain curve shape
depends on the PFA parameters since they produce the difference
in gain for different rates of correctness probability.
So, in addition to what the model reveals about the processes of
forgetting and spacing in our data, the model also allows this sort
of principled speculation on how the model might be improved if

Although the ability to discern musical intervals is a basic skill
vital for almost every musician—beginner or expert—there is a
shortage of empirical studies on effective teaching techniques for
this skill. In this study, we created a computerized system that
tracked participants’ identification performance during the
process of musical interval learning. The results suggest that our
teaching method caused improvement from pretest to posttest, and
that an interleaved order was more effective for interval learning.
Mathematical models of the data revealed that, while participants
improved as a result of our program, there were robust patterns in
the practice trials between pretest and posttest. The practice trials
showed learning within each block and quick forgetting from one
block to the next.
The model we have made is not as detailed as [16], but because of
that simplicity, it was possible to more easily fit the model.
Importantly, unlike the Pavlik and Anderson model, practices in
this new AFM variant model capture spacing effects as permanent
learning rather than learning that is merely more durable. Indeed,
this new model is in some respects closer to work that has
modeled forgetting and spacing using a distribution of units that
decay exponentially, some more quickly and some more slowly
[14]; however, the model in the current paper is far simpler since
it only uses 2 units, one permanent that is a function of current
strength and one temporary with relatively quick exponential
decay. Others have looked at decay in an educational data mining
context, but this work has been at a coarser grain-size looking at
forgetting over sessions, and not at the event level [22].
From the perspective of music pedagogy, our training paradigm
highlights the importance of the learning sequence in the process
of musical interval learning. Ear training and aural skills courses
nearly always progress in a rote manner whereby musical
relationships are taught serially based on their apparent difficulty
(e.g., tones, intervals, chords, harmonies). Our data demonstrate
that this typical curriculum is relatively inefficient. Instead,
interleaving intervals—here, across multiple pitch registers—
seems to promote more efficient learning. Presumably, the higher
effectiveness of interleaving in music learning results from having
to map sound to meaning across a more diverse acoustic space.
Interleaving multiple pitch relationships and registers during the
learning processing thus reinforces the learned label for musical
sounds across multiple contexts, promoting greater more effective
learning. Future work should investigate whether interleaving
other musical parameters during an interval learning paradigm
(e.g., changes in instrumental timbre) would yield even more
robust effects and efficient learning than the changes in register
employed presently.

Our paradigm could also be extended to explore novel pitch
learning in domains other than music. For example, the effects of
spacing and interleaving could be explored in the learning of
lexical pitch patterns of tonal languages (e.g., Mandarin Chinese).
Unlike English, in these languages, changes in pitch at the
syllable level signal word meaning and hence, are entirely novel
to nonnative speakers. Future work could thus examine the role of
spacing and interleaving in learning the important components of
a second language and in maximizing the speed of its acquisition.
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